
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a CI manager. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for CI manager

Track and analyze competitive offerings, understand trends and emerging
technologies and their impact on the business to determine what we should
be doing and how we stay ahead of the curve
Determine desired customer-focused outcomes, the features and
enhancements to achieve those outcomes, and the KPIs or leading indicators
used to measure the success of those outcomes
Engineering delivery of the services and offerings, including any project
management needed for larger capability development
Financial management, vendor management and overall operational
measurements of the services and offerings
Help to develop and expand the Infrastructure Services team's Service
Management Lifecycle
Determine how to best involve and engage customers in new features and
enhancements, both successes and failures, and respond accordingly to
deliver optimum value
Work with cross-functional teams to bring services and offerings to market
Manage all elements of the service management process including product
readiness, introduction, financial management, vendor management,
operational metrics and end of life
To recruit, train, manage and motivate, and where necessary re-train,
sufficient supervisors to meet our survey needs and to allow for supervisor
unavailability
Develop SA's portfolio by customizing the relevant global/regional portfolio
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Qualifications for CI manager

Experience dealing with high-profile brands
Prior experience in a digital marketing agency is a plus
SAP CC/CRM member who has experience of solution design and
development with integration knowledge of Procure to Pay & Order to Cash
processes
Experience of end to end implementations and rollout projects in SAP
module
Working knowledge of integration with CC, CI, PS, PM, PP, QM, MM and
other incidental modules
Working knowledge of SAP GRC, SAP FM module


